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Improving public cancer care by implementing precision medicine in 1 

Norway - IMPRESS-Norway 2 

 3 

A multi-cohort phase 2 treatment clinical study investigating efficacy of approved drugs 4 

outside the approved indication in patients with advanced cancer 5 
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 75 

Abstract 76 

Background: Matching treatment based on tumour molecular characteristics has 77 

revolutionized the treatment of some cancers and has given hope to many patients. Although 78 

personalized cancer care is an old concept, renewed attention has arisen due to recent 79 

advancements in cancer diagnostics including access to high-throughput sequencing of 80 

tumour tissue. Targeted therapies interfering with cancer specific pathways have been 81 

developed and approved for subgroups of patients. These drugs might just as well be efficient 82 

in other diagnostic subgroups, not investigated in pharma-led clinical studies, but their 83 

potential use on new indications is never explored due to limited number of patients. 84 

Methods: In this national, investigator-initiated, prospective, open-label, non-randomized 85 

combined basket- and umbrella-trial, patients are enrolled in multiple parallel cohorts. Each 86 

cohort is defined by the patient’s tumour type, molecular profile of the tumour, and study drug. 87 

Treatment outcome in each cohort is monitored by using a Simon two-stage-like ‘admissible’ 88 

monitoring plan to identify evidence of clinical activity.  89 

All drugs available in IMPRESS-Norway have regulatory approval and are funded by 90 

pharmaceutical companies. Molecular diagnostics are funded by the public health care system. 91 

Discussion: Precision oncology means to stratify treatment based on specific patient 92 

characteristics and the molecular profile of the tumor. Use of targeted drugs is currently 93 

restricted to specific biomarker-defined subgroups of patients according to their market 94 

authorization. However, other cancer patients might also benefit of treatment with these drugs 95 

if the same biomarker is present. The emerging technologies in molecular diagnostics are now 96 

being implemented in Norway and it is publicly reimbursed, thus more cancer patients will 97 

have a more comprehensive genomic profiling of their tumour. Patients with actionable 98 



 5 

genomic alterations in their tumour may have the possibility to try precision cancer drugs 99 

through IMPRESS-Norway, if standard treatment is no longer an option, and the drugs are 100 

available in the study. This might benefit some patients. In addition, it is a good example of a 101 

public-private collaboration to establish a national infrastructure for precision oncology. 102 

 103 

Trial registrations:  EudraCT:  2020-004414-35, registered 02/19/2021; ClinicalTrial.gov: 104 

NCT04817956, registered 03/26/2021 105 

 106 

 107 

Keywords : Precision medicine, pan-cancer, diagnostics, mutations, drugs 108 

  109 
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Background: 110 

Curative treatment options for patients with metastatic solid tumors are still rare. Most 111 

diagnostic groups have standardized algorithms for evidence-based treatment, and when the 112 

patients progress on standard-of-care, inclusion in clinical studies is an option.  113 

Although personalized patient care is not a new concept, precision cancer medicine, based on 114 

use of molecular testing to identify targetable alterations, represents a major development in 115 

the field.  Findings based on these technologies have led to new paradigms of cancer treatment 116 

[1-5].  117 

A high number of advanced solid tumours (30%-80%) display potentially “actionable” genomic 118 

variants [6-8]. However, the clinical benefit of targeting these remains largely anecdotal.  Less 119 

than 7% of cancer patients were estimated to benefit from genome-guided anti-cancer therapies 120 

in the US in 2018 [9]. Other studies using genomic profiling approaches with individualized 121 

matching of molecular variant and drug, report low inclusion rate and modest overall rate of 122 

clinical benefit [10], although much higher than the first generation precision medicine trials in 123 

oncology [11-13]. This is probably due to increasing knowledge about actionable genes and 124 

driver mutations in tumour development, resistance mechanisms, a more refined diagnostic 125 

work-up and availability of new targeted therapeutics [14].  126 

There is an increasing demand for more clinical studies exploring precision cancer treatment. 127 

Methods for more extended molecular profiling are available, and a considerable number of 128 

drugs are already approved on specific indications. However, these drugs are restricted to be 129 

used within the approved indication. Some drugs targeting a specific pathway or gene 130 

aberration, might be efficient in other subgroups of patients, not yet fully investigated in clinical 131 

trials. 132 

IMPRESS-Norway (NCT04817956) is a national investigator-initiated clinical study. The aim 133 

is to enhance knowledge about molecular variant-drug matches and harmonize access to 134 
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genomic testing and off-label use of cancer drugs in Norway. Thereby, patients with advanced 135 

cancer will have access to extended molecular diagnostics and putatively also treatment based 136 

on the tumour characteristics.  The study will use a combined umbrella and basket design and 137 

a Simon two-stage model of expanding cohorts to establish potentially effective combinations 138 

of biomarker and drug [15, 16]. 139 

The IMPRESS-Norway study design is based on the DRUP trial (Drug Rediscovery Protocol) 140 

which has been ongoing in the Netherlands for five years [17]. They treat patients with targeted 141 

drugs based on a molecular profile, and outside of their current market authorisation. The initial 142 

results from the DRUP-trial reveal a clinical benefit of 34% in the first 215 patients beyond 16 143 

weeks [17, 18].  According to the study report, 46% of the patients that were referred after local 144 

genomic testing were included in the trial. Both the reported inclusion rate and overall rate of 145 

clinical benefit were higher than other studies of tumour molecular profiling with matched 146 

targeted treatment [8, 19]. Based on the success of the DRUP-trial, similar studies have been 147 

initiated in other European countries including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland [20]. 148 

There is a lack of data on drug safety and efficacy for rare indications outside of the approved 149 

label for many cancer drugs. Through this clinical study, where key clinical outcomes are 150 

systematically collected, missing data will be provided, and also benefit some patients by 151 

offering a new treatment line based on molecular profiling. 152 

 153 

Methods / design 154 

Oslo University Hospital is the sponsor of the study. All hospitals in Norway with an oncology 155 

or haematology care unit participate; recruiting patients for molecular profiling and providing 156 

study-specific treatment to patients included in a study cohort. Patient recruitment started in 157 

April 2021, and by March 7, 2022, 298 patients have been enrolled. 158 

Study Objectives 159 
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There are two primary objectives of the study. The first is to describe the anti-tumour activity 160 

and toxicity of commercially available, targeted anti-cancer drugs used for treatment of 161 

patients with advanced malignancy that harbours a genomic or expression variant known to be 162 

a drug target or to predict sensitivity to a drug. This will be measured by percentage of 163 

patients included/treated in a cohort defined by molecular profile, drug and cancer subtype 164 

with disease control at 16 weeks of treatment (stable disease or better). Treatment-related 165 

grade ≥3 side effects and serious adverse events will be monitored. The second primary 166 

objective is to facilitate patient access to commercially available targeted anti-cancer drugs of 167 

potential efficacy for treatment of an advanced malignancy that harbours a genomic or protein 168 

expression variant known to be a drug target or to predict sensitivity to a drug.   169 

The secondary study objectives are as follows: 1. To further describe tumour response to 170 

treatment; 2. To perform extensive and longitudinal biomarker analyses, including (but not 171 

limited to) next generation sequencing (including whole genome and transcriptome 172 

sequencing (WGS and WTS respectively)), on a fresh tumour biopsy specimen and liquid 173 

biopsies (blood samples, effusions); 3. To map the patient journey through the Precision 174 

Cancer Medicine pipeline; and 4. To assess the availability of tumour tissue biopsy across and 175 

within tumour types. 176 

The exploratory objectives are to study mechanisms of resistance by the use of serial fresh 177 

tumour biopsies for WGS/WTS and liquid biopsies; to evaluate clinical utility of circulating 178 

tumour DNA (ctDNA) in treatment decision procedures and in monitoring treatment 179 

response; to investigate response evaluation in cohorts with immunotherapy; to provide long 180 

term follow-up data on the patients; to investigate patient reported outcome measurements 181 

(including health-related quality of life); to investigate cost-effectiveness; to determine 182 

clinical course in patients not included in treatment cohorts; to explore other methods for 183 

response evaluation (Artificial Intelligence (AI) in radiology for instance); to investigate need 184 
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for medical genetics expertise for follow-up of patients; and to investigate the ESMO Scale 185 

for Clinical Actionability of molecular Targets (ESCAT) guidelines for actionable targets. 186 

 187 

Study design 188 

This is a prospective, non-randomized, open-label combined basket- and umbrella clinical study 189 

based on a Simon two stage model of expanding cohorts. This model, tested in the Targeted 190 

Agent and Profiling Utilization Registry (TAPUR) and DRUP studies, has been designed to 191 

effectively test a set of drugs using a precision medicine algorithm while minimizing the 192 

number of patients required [21]. 193 

Each tumour type/molecular variant/drug will define a specific cohort, and each cohort 194 

constitutes a Simon two stage trial model to identify cohorts with evidence of clinical activity. 195 

Stage 1 cohorts will enrol eight participants and will be considered positive if ≥1 show objective 196 

response or stable disease at 16 weeks of treatment. In case of a positive stage 1, a stage 2 will 197 

be initiated enrolling 16 additional participants into the cohort. If no patients experience disease 198 

control at week 16 (in stage 1), the cohort will be closed. Four or fewer responses out of 24 in 199 

the stage 2 cohort, will suggest a lack of activity, while five or more responses will suggest that 200 

further investigation of the drug in the tumour/variant cohort is warranted. For positive stage 2 201 

cohorts, a stage 3 expansion cohort of up to 130 additional patients may be opened following 202 

agreements between the trial and the company providing the drug. Such expansion cohorts are 203 

organised like a phase 2 trial and as of February 2022, the four Regional Health Authorities in 204 

Norway have jointly decided that reimbursement of drug may be granted at the request of the 205 

trial for specific cohorts and for responding patients following evaluation at 16 weeks according 206 

to a pay for performance model. This in line with what has been set out in The Netherlands for 207 

the DRUP trial (PMID: 31038154).   208 
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For purposes of cohort definition, the ‘variant’ category can be defined at the level of the gene 209 

that harbours the mutation or overexpression (for instance HER2) or be determined by specific 210 

mutations (like BRAF V600E) or represent a profile (such as tumour mutational burden; TMB). 211 

Pan-cancer cohorts will be defined when the molecular subtype is very rare [15, 16]. 212 

 213 

Available drugs in IMPRESS-Norway 214 

Patients included for treatment in IMPRESS-Norway are treated with commercially available 215 

licenced drugs provided by participating pharmaceutical companies. This is a dynamic study 216 

design and will include more drugs as more pharmaceutical companies are participating. For 217 

every available drug though, additional drug-specific study information will be provided in 218 

separate amendments (drug-specific study manuals). These include the Summary of Product 219 

Characteristics (SmPC) and / or Investigator's Brochure (IB), drug-specific patient information 220 

in Norwegian, and a drug-specific study manual including drug-specific inclusion and 221 

exclusion criteria, risk benefit assessment and treatment schedules. Currently we have available 222 

a PDL1 inhibitor and several targeted therapies. Eight drugs were available (from Roche) when 223 

initiating the trial and new agreements have since been made with Novartis, Eli-Lilly and 224 

Incyte, providing additional drugs. We have also defined cohorts repurposing “old” generic 225 

drugs, which comes with a low cost, and covered by research funding (4 cohorts with 8 patients 226 

each). 227 

Combination 228 

Drugs used in the study can either be used as monotherapy or as combinations approved by US 229 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or the European Medicine Agency (EMA). Each cohort 230 

will include one specific drug or one drug combination (approved) in one diagnostic subgroup. 231 

In selected cohorts, a study drug can be added to a standard backbone of systemic treatment 232 
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after approvals from the involved pharmaceutical company and the Norwegian Medicines 233 

Agency.  234 

Justification of Dose 235 

Initial drug dosing, dose modifications and management of drug-related toxicities will be 236 

according to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and/or European Medicines 237 

Agency (EMA) approved label (or under revision for approval) and / or manufacturer’s 238 

recommendations. If several doses are described, considerations will be made by the study team 239 

to select dosing based on current knowledge. Details on mechanism of action, potential risks 240 

and benefits, and considerations on concomitant medication are included in the protocol or the 241 

drug specific manuals with reference to the specific SmPC / IB.  242 

 243 

Patient selection and procedures 244 

Patients with advanced malignancies are eligible after disease progression on standard 245 

treatment. Two informed consents are obtained, first for the molecular screening and, if the 246 

patient is eligible for treatment phase, the second drug specific consent for the specific drug 247 

available in the study for that molecular subgroup.  Children are currently only eligible for the 248 

molecular screening. 249 

 250 

   251 

Figure 1: Flow chart of patient inclusion. Patients sign informed 

consent prior to the molecular screening. If offered treatment in a 

cohort, the patients sign a drug specific informed consent before 

initiating treatment.  
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The treating physician will determine whether a patient eligible for comprehensive molecular 252 

profiling meets all the general inclusion criteria and none of the exclusion criteria for 253 

participation in the molecular profiling phase and collect the first informed consent form 254 

(molecular profiling ICF). Two Norwegian university hospitals have established 255 

comprehensive molecular profiling – and the remaining four university hospitals are underway 256 

with establishing such diagnostics. This as part of the publicly funded Infrastructure for 257 

Precision Diagnostics – cancer (InPreD Norway). The comprehensive molecular profiling 258 

includes genomic analyses using the TruSight Oncology 500 panel (TSO500) by Illumina as 259 

the initial standard (now reimbursed as part of the health care in Norway) which can be 260 

supplemented with immunohistochemistry (IHC), fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) or 261 

necessary molecular/diagnostic tests. The treating physician will submit a biopsy specimen for 262 

molecular profiling through their local pathology department according to guidelines. In 263 

addition, a plasma sample for trial-specific molecular testing (i.e. liquid biopsy) will be 264 

submitted to an approved trial laboratory. In January 2022, two of the university hospitals are 265 

approved trial laboratories, and the remaining university hospitals are planned ready within the 266 

next six months. If no tumour material is available, a patient can be included based on the liquid 267 

biopsy analysis alone. All study specific procedures must take place after signing the ICF. 268 

Plasma samples will also be collected and analysed for molecular alterations in ctDNA. The 269 

test results will be submitted to the national molecular tumour board and discussed together 270 

with the clinical data provided by the treating physician. The national molecular tumour board 271 

can advise on experimental treatment opportunities (i.e. available trials and compassionate use 272 

programs) including IMPRESS-Norway cohort inclusion. If one or more molecular variant 273 

fulfils the criteria defined for an available drug, the national molecular tumour board will advise 274 

a possible treatment in an IMPRESS-Norway cohort, as described below. If all drug specific 275 

eligibility criteria are confirmed, the patient can consent to treatment with the proposed drug 276 
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and sign the drug-specific informed consent (see also figure 1 ‘Schematic overview of patient 277 

submission’). If an ongoing clinical study other than IMPRESS-Norway is available for the 278 

patient, recommendations for the patient will be made based on what may benefit the patient 279 

most. 280 

 281 

Selected inclusion and exclusion criteria – molecular diagnostics screening phase 282 

Selected inclusion criteria      283 

1. ECOG performance status 0-2. 284 

2. Patients must have measurable or evaluable disease.  RECIST v1.1 [22, 23] will be 285 

used for patients with solid tumours.  For patients with multiple myeloma or non-286 

Hodgkin lymphoma, International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) response criteria 287 

[24] and CHESON/Lugano guidelines [25] will be used, respectively. For glioblastoma 288 

patients, Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) criteria will be used [26]. 289 

iRECIST will be used for immunotherapy-cohorts. European LeukemiaNet 290 

recommendations for diagnosis and management of acute myeloid leukaemia (ELN-AML) 291 

response criteria will be used accordingly. 292 

a. Patients whose disease cannot be objectively measured by physical or 293 

radiographic examination (e.g., elevated serum tumour marker only) are NOT 294 

eligible, except for cancer antigen-125 (CA-125) for ovarian cancer and prostate-295 

specific antigen (PSA) for prostate cancer [27].  296 

3. The patient is, in the opinion of the investigator, a candidate for a treatment cohort in 297 

IMPRESS Norway or another clinical study in Norway 298 

4. Ability to understand and the willingness to sign a written informed consent 299 
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National Molecular Tumour Board and treatment plan 

A national molecular tumour board is established as part of the public health care system and 

evaluate patients where comprehensive genomic profiling has been performed. They consider 

each molecular profile and the potential benefit of treatment with a matched drug. The 

national molecular tumour board is organized as a virtual meeting using a secure platform 

and is staffed by regular and ad hoc members nationwide, including experts in several fields, 

such as clinical oncology, haematology, gynaecological oncology, pathology, medical 

genetics, cancer biology, bioinformatics, and pharmacology. The treating physician will 

participate, in addition to health personnel at the relevant sites. Clinical patient characteristics 

presented by the treating physician include age, sex, performance status and relevant medical 

history. As beforementioned, possible outcomes of the review may be a proposal of treatment 

in a cohort in the IMPRESS-Norway study, recommendation for a different clinical study, or 

no available clinical studies and referral to standard treatment and follow-up. New study 

cohorts in IMPRESS-Norway depend on approval by the National Principal Investigator. The 

treatment recommendation is entered in the study database. 

 

Recruitment and consent 

Patients will be recruited by the participating 17 hospital trusts. Prior to obtaining informed 

consent for molecular screening, the patient will be provided with information about 

molecular testing and evaluation by the national molecular tumour board (Patient Information 

Sheet for pre-inclusion testing – Molecular Profiling ICF). Patients found eligible for the 

treatment will be provided with written information on specific study drug and cohort (Patient 

Information Sheet for a specific clinical cohort in the trial – Drug ICF) before obtaining the 

second consent for entering treatment phase of the trial. The written informed consent 

(voluntarily) is obtained prior to any study specific procedures, including specific screening 
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procedures. Patients have the right to withdraw from the study at any time, without giving an 

explanation and without consequences for subsequent care.  

All patients also consent to collection of patient-reported outcome measurements (PROMS) 

and to coupling with data from Norwegian health registers (Cancer Registry of Norway, 

Norwegian Patient Registry, Norwegian Prescription Database, Primary care patient- and 

user Register (KPR) and Statistics Norway for socioeconomic characteristics). 

Suspected germline alteration 

If the molecular analysis indicates a germ line alteration as defined by ESMO guidelines and 

the patient might benefit from genetic counselling, the patient can choose to be referred to a 

medical geneticist for such counselling. This is outlined in the patient informed consent form 

[28]. 

Treatment at local hospitals 

Patients will be treated at their local hospital, with 17 hospitals participating. The schedule 

of study activities is shown in Table 1 (molecular profiling) and Table 2 (treatment phase). 

Only HTA-approved drugs are provided, and typical toxicities will be recognised and 

manageable at hospitals that usually treat cancer patients. However, as many of these 

hospitals lack expertise in running clinical studies, and the university hospitals will provide 

guidance and assistance for study personnel, if needed. Children are currently not included 

in treatment cohorts.  

 

Selected inclusion criteria – Treatment phase 

 

To enter the treatment phase of the trial, both the above and the following criteria must apply; 

other drug specific criteria may be added in the Drug Specific Amendment. 
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1. Patient with a pathology-proven non-curable malignant disease who is no longer 

benefitting from standard treatment or for whom, in the opinion of the investigator, no 

such treatment is available or indicated. 

2. Patients must have acceptable organ function as defined below (some specifics for 

hematologic diagnoses):  

a) Absolute neutrophil count ≥ 1.5 x109 /L  

b) Hemoglobin > 9 g/dl  

c) Platelets > 75,000/µl  

d) Total bilirubin < 1.5 x institutional upper limit of normal (ULN)   

e) Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) (serum glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase [SGOT]) and 

alanine aminotransferase (ALT) (serum glutamic-pyruvic transaminase < 2.5 x 

institutional upper limit of normal (ULN) (or < 5 x ULN in patients with known 

hepatic metastases)  

f) Calculated or measured creatinine clearance ≥ 40 mL/min/1.73 m2 

3. For orally administered drugs, the patient must be able to swallow and tolerate oral 

medication and must have no known malabsorption syndrome. 

4. Results must be available from a genomic / molecular test performed in a preapproved 

laboratory. The test used to qualify a patient for participation in IMPRESS-Norway may 

have been performed on any specimen of the patient’s tumour obtained at any point 

during the patient’s care at the discretion of the patient’s treating physician. Genomic 

assays performed on cell-free DNA in plasma (“liquid biopsies”) will also be acceptable. 

Information from these analyses might be used upon progression, for evaluation of 

possible new cohort-inclusion.  

5. Have a genomic profile indicating that treatment with one of the anti-cancer therapies 

included in this study may have potential clinical benefit  
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6. Women of child-bearing potential and men must agree to use adequate highly effective 

methods of contraception for the duration of study participation 

7. Female participants must have a negative highly sensitive pregnancy test <1 month prior 

to inclusion. 

8. Male patients should avoid impregnating a female partner.   

9. Ability to understand and the willingness to sign a written informed consent 

Selected exclusion criteria – Treatment phase 
 

A potential participant who meets any of the following criteria for medical conditions will be 300 

excluded from inclusion in the molecular profiling. 301 

1. Patients with the following pre-existing cardiac diagnosis, uncontrolled angina, 302 

uncontrolled atrial or ventricular arrhythmias, or symptomatic congestive heart failure. 303 

2. Patients with left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) known to be < 40%. 304 

3. Patients with any other clinically significant medical condition which, contradicts 305 

participation in the study.  306 

4. Patients with known progressive brain metastases determined by serial imaging or 307 

declining neurologic function in the opinion of the treating physician. Patients with 308 

previously treated / stable brain metastases are eligible. 309 

5. Patients eligible to enter other ongoing trials which have the potential to benefit the 310 

patients equally or more than an IMPRESS-Norway cohort, and for whom access to the 311 

ongoing trials is manageable.  312 

6. Ongoing toxicity > Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) grade 2, 313 

other than peripheral neuropathy, related to anti-tumour treatment that was completed 314 

within 4 weeks prior to treatment initiation. Patients with ongoing peripheral neuropathy 315 

of ≥ CTCAE grade 3. 316 
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7. Patients with stroke (including transient ischemic attack (TIA)) or acute myocardial 317 

infarction within 4 months before the first dose of study treatment 318 

8. If the patient’s tumour has a genomic variant known to confer resistance to an anti-319 

cancer agent available in this study, the patient will not be eligible to receive that agent 320 

but will be eligible to receive other drugs available in this study if all inclusion and 321 

exclusion criteria are met for that drug 322 

9. Patient is receiving any other anti-cancer therapy (cytotoxic, biologic, radiation, or 323 

hormonal other than for replacement) except for medications that are prescribed for 324 

supportive care but may potentially have an anti-cancer effect (e.g., megestrol acetate, 325 

bisphosphonates) or ongoing castration-intent therapy for prostate cancer.  These 326 

medications must have been started ≥ 1 month prior to enrolment on this study. Patients 327 

may be on warfarin, low molecular weight heparin or direct factor Xa inhibitors. 328 

  329 

Note:  For each drug included in this protocol, specific inclusion and exclusion criteria (based 330 

on the Summary of Product Characteristics (SPC) or manufacturer’s recommendations) may 331 

also apply.  332 

Table 1 Schedule of Activities (SoA) for molecular profiling 333 

Study procedures 

Molecular 

Profiling  

D1 

W161 Survival FU  

Informed consent for molecular 

profiling 
X  

 

Check inclusion criteria and 

exclusion criteria for molecular 

profiling  

X  

 

ECOG PS X   

Survival1 X X Through Cancer Registry 

QoL1 X X  
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Study procedures 

Molecular 

Profiling  

D1 

W161 Survival FU  

Central lab sampling    

Tumor biopsy X   

Plasma /serum samples X   

1: Patients not enrolled in the treatment phase are followed-up W16 for survival and QoL. 334 

Table 2 Schedule of Activities (SoA) for patients enrolled in treatment-cohort 335 

Study procedures 

Screening  

Treatment 

cohort 

 

Treatment phase EOT Survival FU  

(D 1-21) D17 W87 

 

W167 

 

W267 

 

W398 

 

QW138 

 

 Q26W for  

2 years after 

end of 

treatment 

Check inclusion criteria 

and exclusion criteria for 

treatment phase + Drug 

specific selection criteria 

X       

 

 

Study Procedures          

Informed consent1 X         

Medical history X         

Drug dispensing2  X X X X X X   

Physical examination X  X X X X X X  

Vital signs and ECOG 

PS 
X X X X X X X 

X 
 

ECG X         

AE/SAE assessment  X  X X X X X X  

Concomitant medication X  X X X X X X  

QoL (V) X   X X X X X  
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Study procedures 

Screening  

Treatment 

cohort 

 

Treatment phase EOT Survival FU  

(D 1-21) D17 W87 

 

W167 

 

W267 

 

W398 

 

QW138 

 

 Q26W for  

2 years after 

end of 

treatment 

Laboratory Assessments 

3 
X  X X X X X 

X 
 

Pregnancy test4, 5 X 
Monthly as long as use of contraception is required, see drug specific 

amendment 

Central lab sampling X         

Plasma /serum samples X  X X X X X X  

Urine9 X  X     X  

Feces 9 X  X       

Tumor biopsy X   X    X  

Other material6 X  X X    X  

Tumor assessment X  X X X X X X  

Survival follow-up         X 

 336 

1. Drug specific informed consent 337 

2. Treatment according to drug specific manuals 338 

3. Patients should be routinely monitored for serum creatinine and electrolytes (including 339 

magnesium) while on therapy. Liver function (including AST and ALT) should be monitored 340 

monthly during the first six months of treatment, and as clinically indicated thereafter. 341 

4. Less than 72 h before treatment 342 

5. If patient is sexual abstinent, there is no need for pregnancy testing, but the patient must confirm 343 

abstinence monthly  344 

6. Pleural, effusion/ascites collected when possible/available  345 

7. Visit window +/- 7 days, year 1.  346 
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8. Visit window +/- 14 days after year 1. 347 

9. Selected cohorts only 348 

 349 

Collateral research 350 

Sample collection / biobanking  351 

The collection of biological samples for translational and biomarker research is an important 352 

part of this study. Tumour samples will be collected up to at three different time points (prior 353 

to treatment, during treatment (at 16 weeks) and upon progression if not progression at or 354 

before 16 weeks). Plasma samples will be collected at evaluation timepoints, and pleura 355 

effusion / ascites will be collected if available.  356 

 357 

Whole genome sequencing and RNA-sequencing will be performed on tumour material from 358 

before treatment, after 16 weeks (if on treatment) of treatment and upon progression. This might 359 

inform on mechanisms of response or resistance. As a part of the molecular profiling, ctDNA 360 

analyses will be performed for the first 500 patients by FoundationOne® Liquid CDx provided 361 

by Foundation Medicine Inc. This will allow for comparison between liquid biopsy and tumour 362 

biopsy. In addition, Foundation Medicine provides tests for 150 patients lacking available 363 

tumour material. For the subsequent 500 patients included in IMPRESS-Norway, ctDNA 364 

analyses will be performed inhouse and provided by Illumina (TSO500 ctDNA test). The 365 

biologic material will be stored in the IMPRESS-Norway-biobank and the data will be stored 366 

in TSD (Services for Sensitive Data). In addition, several analyses will be done on material 367 

from the different cohorts.  368 

International collaboration 369 

It is anticipated that many cohorts will represent small subgroups. Patients from the 370 

Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and most likely several other European countries will 371 

be included in similar but independent protocols. We plan to merge data from these protocols 372 
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to ensure sufficient patient numbers for analyses of efficacy in every cohort. A large network 373 

of these studies is being established in Europe, and funding is in place from the Nordic Trial 374 

Alliance for coordination and aggregation on clinical outcome data [20].   375 

For drugs expected to be effective in a pan-tumour-type manner, cohorts of the same drug and 376 

tumour profile may be analysed jointly. 377 

 378 

 379 

Statistical analyses 380 

Admissible designs lie between MiniMax and Optimal designs and fits well for both (i.e. small 381 

maximum sample size, and low expected sample size under the null hypothesis of low activity). 382 

A true response rate (complete response [CR], partial response [PR], stable disease [SD])) of 383 

less than 10% will be considered of no clinical interest. A response rate of 30% or more will be 384 

considered of sufficient interest to warrant further study in a confirmatory trial.   385 

Negative cohorts (no patients benefitting) will be closed. If one or more of the first eight patients 386 

benefit from treatment, an additional 16 participants who fulfil the inclusion criteria will be 387 

included in the cohort. Four or fewer responses out of 24 included in total, will suggest a lack 388 

of activity, while five or more responses will suggest that further investigation of the drug in 389 

the tumour/variant cohort is warranted. This monitoring rule has 85% power and an alpha error 390 

rate of 7.8%. These operating characteristics were selected to represent a reasonable 391 

compromise between high power, low false positive rates, and desire for small sample sizes. 392 

When an individual cohort terminates accrual early or completes accrual, efficacy, and toxicity 393 

data in addition to patient characteristics will be summarised descriptively with tabulations, 394 

rates and confidence intervals.   395 

 396 

Health Economics, Cost-effectiveness analyses (CEA) and national registries 397 
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Health Economics data, associated with medical encounters, will be collected by the 398 

investigator and study-site personnel for all participants (both participants in a cohort and those 399 

not included in a treatment cohort) throughout the study. In addition, clinical data will be 400 

supplemented by information from several registers: Cancer Registry of Norway, Norwegian 401 

Patient Registry, Norwegian Prescription Database, Primary care patient- and user Register 402 

(KPR) and Statistics Norway for socioeconomic characteristics. Protocol-mandated procedures, 403 

tests, and encounters are excluded. Health economics research will go on throughout the 404 

duration of the IMPRESS trial and will be coordinated with the more general discussion on 405 

novel implementation methods for Precision Cancer Medicine (PCM), health technology 406 

assessments (HTA) of PCMs and data structure.  407 

From the perspective of the Norwegian health care system, several analyses will be performed. 408 

To conduct cost-effectiveness analyses, costs and health outcomes of target drug treatment will 409 

be compared to the patient group eligible for genetic testing, but where no relevant target agents 410 

are identified. During the first years of IMPRESS-Norway, the comparator will contain an 411 

aggregated group of patients with several indications, but this group will gradually be refined 412 

to match the treated patients (for instance by indication, other condition specific characteristics, 413 

sex and age). 414 

Costs will include costs related to genetic testing (testing, device, analysis, tumour board etc.), 415 

treatment, adverse events, follow-up and additional treatment (specialist and primary care), 416 

primary care (practical assistance and institutions), and best supportive care.  417 

 418 

Medical genetics 419 

For patients receiving treatment in the study, patient tumour material will be analysed by 420 

WGS, and germ line will be analysed for comparison. We might detect germline alterations 421 

indicating increased risk for developing disease, but the frequencies of these are unknown. In 422 
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the era of personalized cancer care (or precision oncology), this might be an issue that needs 423 

focus in the coming years. Inheritable disease risk will be explored in our study, and the 424 

departments of medical genetics in Norway will be consulted through a defined pipeline.   425 

 426 

Discussion 427 

In this study, we will evaluate clinical benefit of approved drugs outside current indication 428 

based on extended molecular testing of cancers available through the public health care system 429 

in Norway. Patients with a specific cancer subtype and molecular alterations in their tumour 430 

cells matching the drugs in the study, will define a cohort and receive a potentially effective 431 

treatment. The study is open to patients with advanced malignant disease after progression on 432 

standard treatment. The patients will be treated at their local hospital to ensure knowledge 433 

transfer throughout the health care system.  434 

Extensive collection of biological material (including biopsy preferably at three time points, 435 

before treatment, during treatment and upon disease progression) and in-depth molecular 436 

characterisation including WGS, WTS and ctDNA-analyses, will provide new knowledge 437 

regarding response and resistance to treatment. The biobank and data will be available for 438 

research groups in Norway pending permission for specific research projects- and after 439 

evaluation in the data / material committee. This will facilitate state-of-the-art translational 440 

research e.g. immune microenvironment studies, drug sensitivity analyses (selected cohorts), 441 

immune cell analyses.   442 

The rationale and design of the IMPRESS-Norway trial is similar to other precision cancer 443 

medicine- trials (DRUP-related trials) recently launched in Europe and North America. Data 444 

sharing within this network in Europe is planned in order to aggregate data on small patient 445 

cohorts. This is important because of the expected low number of eligible patients for some 446 

cohorts [17]. In addition, long-term follow up data using the Cancer Registry of Norway as well 447 
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as additional national relevant registers, will be collected on all patients screened in IMPRESS-448 

Norway. A unique advantage for the Nordic countries is the access to long-term follow up data 449 

on both treated and non-treated patients through the cancer registries.  These data allow for a 450 

richer variety in model development compared to other countries. 451 

 452 

IMPRESS-Norway (https://impressnorway.com) is an academic clinical trial with public 453 

support and industry funding through sourcing of free drugs and support per included patient 454 

with its own budget and agreements. The trial applies a new public infrastructure for molecular 455 

cancer diagnostics (InPreD) which includes a national molecular tumour board that serve 456 

IMPRESS-Norway as well as other molecular based clinical trials in oncology. The IMPRESS-457 

Norway was formally opened April 1, 2021, and has screened 298 cancer patients per March 7, 458 

2022. 59 patients have been allocated treatment.  459 
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